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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

THE NASA/MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
DROP TUBE USERS MANUAL

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade increasing interesthas been shown by the scientificcom-

munity in experiments to study the effects of a low-gravity environment on the solidifi-
cation of materials. When materials are processed on Earth, several types of phenomena

can affect the solidificationprocess such as buoyancy, sedimentation, reactions with the

container, hydrostatic head, and thermally-driven convection. When processed in low

gravity these effects can be reduced to a very low levelof contribution to the solidifi-

cation process.

As more studies are performed, the scientificcommunity isincreasing itsunder-

standing of materials processes such that they are able to develop unique materials which

can have differentproperties according to the processing environment. For example,

higher transitiontemperature superconductors or lower creep rate nickel superalloys

have been prepared in low gravity and/or containerless furnaces.

There are a number of ways to perform materials processing experiments in low

gravity. The ultimate environment isattainable as a shuttle experiment, which isvery

costly and requires a very long procedure (usuallyin terms of years) to flyan experiment.
Other alternatives exist which can be lesscostlyand a lot quicker. There is a KC-135

aircraft which provides low-g times of up to 20 seconds. Operational procedures of these

low-g facilitiesdo not lend themselves to running a large number of samples cost effec-

tively,particularlywhen allthe necessary experimental parameters are not known.

NASA also has availableground-based facilitieswhich provide low-g or containerless

processing capabilitieslocated at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in lluntsville,

Alabama. These facilitiesare the Drop Tube and Drop Tower. They provide a low-g

time of approximately 4.5 seconds. Drop Tower experiments are performed by free-

floatinga materials processing package insidea much larger aerodynamically-shaped
capsule which drops 105 meters during the processing time. These experiments are

typicallymaterials processing or fluiddynamic experiments that are contained in cruci-
bles or fluidcells.

The Drop Tube, however, serves as a unique facilityfor performing materials pro-

cessing research in a low-gravity and containerless environment. Since the facility

operates by melting the material of interestand then allowing the molten drop to fallto

the bottom of the tube, solidificationand containerless processing experiments are

normally the experiments performed in the Drop Tube. Some engineering tests can also

be performed in the Drop Tube such as the recently completed Tethered Satellitetether
vibrationaltest. For those investigatorswho are planning to use the Drop Tube Facility,

the intent of thisdocument isto explain the facility'sstructuraland electricalfeatures

as well as the capabilityof accommodating experiments. This document outlines the
criteriathat a user must satisfyin order to prevent detrimental effects to thisnational

facility.



1.1 General Information About the Drop TubeFacility

The Drop Tube is 105 meters longand providesa drop time of 4.6 seconds. The
facility canbe divided into three sections as indicated in Figure I. They are the belljar
section, the drop tube section, andthe catch tank section.

Thebelljar is located at the top of the facilityand isconnected to the tube through

an isolationvalve and an adapter flange. The adapter flange contains several vacuum

ports which are used in the operation of the materials processing furnaces for purposes

such as backfilling,residualgas analysis,and leak testing. The belljaralso has several

viewports to allow observation of the molten samples or for temperature measurement.

The catch tank section is also connected to the Tube with an isolation valve. This

section has detachable catch tanks that mate to the Drop Tube with CAM locks. This
arrangement allows for very quick sample removal.

The Drop Tube itselfisconstructed of schedule 10-S pipe which is26.6 cm (10.42

inches)internal diameter and extends through the 15 levelsof the MSFC Dynamic Test

Stand Facility (Building4550). Six vacuum pumping stations are used to maintain the

proper vacuum level in the system. The location of these pumping stations isalso shown

in Figure I. Note that four pumping stations are attached only to the tube, while there is

a pumping stationat both the belljarsection and the catch tank section. All six pumping

stationsconsist of turbomolecular pumps (TMPs), and each station can be isolated from

the tube with an electropneumatic isolationvalve. Levels 15, 7, and 1 alsoconsist of a

separate roughing pump (RP) for evacuating the respective section of the Tube from

atmospheric pressure. Also noted in Figure 1 are several infrared (IR)detectors which

are used to observe the brightness profileof the fallingdrops. In particularthe identifi-

cation of undercooling recalescence from a solidifyingspecimen isusually the desired
event easilyobserved with thisinstrumentation.

The heart of the Drop Tube operation ishoused in the control panel on the 15th

level. From thispanel the system operator controls allpumping stations,isolation
valves, and vent valves,and can read the pressure at various locationsin the Drop Tube.

Pressure determination at each pumping station ismonitored by a combination of ion and

Piranigauges. More detailon the Drop Tube Facilityhardware and operational proc-

edures can be found in the Operational Procedures and SpecificationsDocument sub-

mitted to NASA/MSFC by the University of Alabama in IIuntsville(UAII) under contract
number NAS8-34530.

The Drop Tube is one of the most flexiblemethods for performing materials pro-

cessing experiments in low-gravity. The short sample-to-sample processing time of

approximately 20 minutes, the abilityto make quick experimental changes due to un-

expected results,and the low cost per sample compared to other low-g facilitiesmake

the drop tube a valuable too! in the fieldof materials processing research. The Drop

Tube at MSFC istrulya unique national facilitynot available elsewhere in the United
States.
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2. EXPERIMENT ACCOMMODATION

2.1 Drop Tube Facility Resources

2.1.1 Permanent Hardware

2.1.1.1 Interface/Feedthrough Flanges

The ends of the Drop Tube can be adapted for users who desire to use either a

furnace of their design for the top portion of the Tube or a unique sample catch tank
apparatus for the bottom section of the Tube. If required,either end can be used as

observational ports to monitor drops as long as appropriate hardware isbuiltto satisfy
vacuum and furnace/catch tank requirements.

The flange located at the tube bottom end isa standard 16-inch flange using a

Leybold ISO-K sealingdisc. Four handles are used to hold the mating flange and O-ring

assembly against the Tube flange. Figure 2 shows a schematic of thisarrangement.

The upper Tube end isshown in Figure 3 and consists of several vacuum rings set

atop an inverted belljarto which the Tube isattached. The I.D.and O.D. of each ring is

given as well as the approximate O-ring or L-ring gasket location. The cover for the ring

assembly isa plate with a centered viewport (forthe electromagnetic levitationfur-
nace), a belljarwith multiple viewports (forthe electron-beam furnace),or any custom

hardware the investigatormay wish to build.

The insideof the main section of the Drop Tube can be accessed by means of any of

the flanges listedin Table 1 which are not being used by turbomolecular vacuum pumps

or ion gauges. All flanges are high vacuum flanges and any hardware built to interface to

these flanges and to penetrate into the Tube must be constructed of materials and tech-

niques compatible with high vacuum facilities.Figure 4 isa dimensional drawing of the

three different sized flanges found on the main section of the Tube.

2.1.1.2 Hardware Propriety

Any hardware designed for the MSFC Drop Tube to be usedby the investigatorwill

be held in strictpropriety _frequested, As with any work performed at a national

g0vernment faciiity,]tisrequired that resultsbe DubHshed in open journals. Likewise it

ishoped that any major contribution by Drop Tube personnel be recognized to some
extent by the investigatorin his normal reporting or publicationactions.

2.1.2 Hardware/Experiment Modification

2.1.2.1 Support Work Areas

There are five differentareas within the Drop Facility localitythat provide support

capabilitiesfor Tube operations. Building 4550 houses three of these areas. The room on

level 6 provides an eiectrbnic workshopi level2 provides a sma|i mechanical shop with

drillpress and acetylene equipment; level 15 itselfprovides some support via scales and

data analysis capability. Building 4551, the adjacent blockhouse, provides a room housing

more customary metallurgical lab equipment such as saws, polishers,x-ray diffraction,
arc-melting, etc. The basement of building 4551 houses a lathe for custom, on-the-spot

machining. Anything not found in these areas can be obtained through MSFC or UAH.

4



TABLE 1. TYPICAL DROP TUBE FLANGE USAGE

2 3/4 INCH O.D. 6 INCH O.D.
LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION PORT PORT

12 INCH O.D.
PORT

15 Above ISO • Ion tube Roughing Pump TMP
Below ISO: Beratron N/A TMP

14 Si w/Logarithmic Amplifier N/A N/A

13 Si w/Linear Amplifier Ion Tube TMP

12 Si w/o Amplifier N/A N/A

11 Si w/Linear Amplifier Window Blanked

10 Blanked Ion Tube TMP

9 Si w/Linear Amplifier Window Blanked

8 Si w/Logarithmic Amplifier N/A N/A

7 Upper: Si w/Linear amplifier Roughing Pump TMP
Lower: Ion Tube

6 Ge w/Linear Amplifier N/A N/A

5 Si w/Linear Amplifier Window Blanked

4 Ion Tube CaFI 2 Window+Mirror TMP

3 Si w/Linear Amplifier Blanked Adapter Blanked

2 Blanked N/A N/A

1 Above ISO: Si w/Logarithmic Mirror+Camera TMP
Amplifier

Below ISO: Beratron + Roughing Pump TMP
Ion Tube

ISO - Abbreviation for vacuum isolation valve used in this Table in reference to the Drop

Tube 10 inch valves separating the three sections of the Tube.
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2.1.2.2 Characterization Work Areas

Some characterization capabilitiescan be accomplished in Building 4551 using

available optical microscope and x-ray diffractionunits. Arrangements can be made to
use whatever facilitiesare availableat either UAH or MSFC ifscheduled in advance. It

isstrongly advised that the investigatorobtain analysis of his samples at his employer's

facilities.The purpose of Building 4551 equipment is to provide a quick-look assessment
of the specimens to determine ifscientificobjectives are being met in the Tube and

whether the processing conditions should be altered.

2.2 Furnace Resources

2.2.1 Structural/Mechanical

2.2.1.1 Available Furnaces

At present, there are two functional furnaces: an electromagnetic levitation/RF

heating (EM) furnace and an electron-beam (EB) furnace (Figures 5 and 6, respectively).

The EB furnace consistsof a 0.020-inch-diameter tungsten wire looped into a 1-inch-

diameter filament. This filament issurrounded by an electron deflecting ellipsoidal

grid. The grid isattached to a well-insulatedand sturdy support structure as shown in
Figure 7. The grid and filament are kept at negative 4000 V d.c.relative to the grounded

sample. The grounded samples are lowered into the loop via another structure which can

rotate and verticallymove a sample carousel. The -4 kV potential stripselectrons by

thermionie emission from the filament and accelerates them into the sample; the elec-

tron kinetic energy isconverted into heat when decelerated by the sample.

The EM furnace uses a coilconstructed from 1/8-inch copper tubing as shown in

Figure 8. This tubing connects to the furnace interface flange described in section

2.2.2.3. Seven turns comprise the bottom coil which is made at a 30° conical angle. This

construction produces a magnetic fieldgradient that enhances the levitatingcapabilities.

The bucking top coil ismade of two turns which constrains the sample to reside in the
potential well of the bottom coilthus producing stabilityin the levitatedspecimen. The

beating isproduced by RF inductive coupling between the sample's conduction electrons

and the oscillatingmagnetic fieldof the coil. The samples are inserted into the coilvia
a carousel device which allows rotation and vertical motion within the vacuum chamber.

2.2.1.2 Viewports and Vapor Barriers

The support structure and sample insertiondevices of both furnaces rest on a plate

insidethe inverted belljaras was shown in Figure 3. This plate and the location of the

furnace above thisplate are not changeable with the present hardware. When the fur-

naces are covered with their appropriate lid,the furnaces are opticallyaligned so that

the lidviewports allow visualand pyrometric observation of the process. Investigators

using custom-built furnaces and desiringvisualdata must give thisviewport alignment

criteriahigh priorityin their designs.

To prevent vapor deposition from the samples onto the quartz vacuum viewports,

vapor barriers/windows are used between the sample and viewport. Enough windows are

available to provide quick exchange ifa window becomes undesirably dirty. For very

vaporous samples, an assembly isavailable to provide in situchanging of the dirty win-

dow by rotating a clean section of a piece of glass into the optical line-of-sight.The

clean glass isprotected behind a vapor mask untilneeded.

9
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2.2.1.3 SampleMountsand Carousels

2.2.1.3.1 SampleCarousels

The mounts to which the samplesare attached are themselvesmountedto a carou-
sel-type device. The two available carouseldevicesare shownin Figures 9 andI0.
Theseare for the EM andEB furnaces,respectively. The carouselscan traverse vertical-
ly for sample insertion or rotate in a horizontal plane to bring a new sample into the
furnace. The carousel motion iscontrolled by the operator via rotatable feedthroughs

which are coupled to vacuum-compatible gear boxes on the carousels.

2.2.1.3.2 Sample Mounts

The EM sample mounts are of two types:ceramic pedestals or alligator-clips.The

ceramic pedestals are typically3/8-inch diameter with the top surface countersunk into

which samples are set. The pedestal carousel can accommodate a maximum of seven

samples. Each pedestal holds a freely sittingspecimen. The pedestal isquickly moved
down and out of the EM coilas levitationbegins. The pedestal isthen rotated from

under the coilto give an unobstructed path to the sample when itisreleased.

The EM alligator-clipcarousel isused to hang samples from wires. These samples,

likethose of the pedestal carousel,are inserted into the EM coilbefore power isapplied.

The carousel can then be moved upward to remove the wire from the levitatingsample or

not moved at allifthe samples are known to melt and falloff of the wire and out of the
coil.

The EB sample holders are depicted in Figure 10. The holder for cylindricalsam-

ples isavailable in various diameters (maximum of 1/2 inch) with two opposite set screws

that can grip intermediate size sample rods or wires. These holders are held by the
attachment blocks found on top of the carousel. For odd-shaped samples, custom-built
holders can be made but must stillbe able to interface to the four attachment blocks

atop the carousel. The block hole is1/16 inch in diameter and with only four blocks; the
furnace can accommodate only four samples. The sample holders must be made from

good electricallyconducting materials. The samples are rotated above the EB furnace

and lowered into the tungsten heating loop. The maximum vertical travel distance and

thus sample length is9 inches.

2.2.1.4 Vibration

Since the Drop Tube Facility sitsatop a building 110 meters in height, both furnace

assemblies willbe susceptible to vibrations caused by winds, elevator, Army test explo-

sions,crane operations,etc. These vibrationsare particularlynoticeable in the EB
furnace whose samples must be melted by the pendant drop technique, or a variation

thereof. Any significanthorizontal vibrationof low frequency may impart enough hori-

zontal momentum to the molten drop to cause the drop to hit the Tube wall as itfalls.

The EM furnace isnot as sensitiveto building vibrationsbecause the sample is

"contained" within the electromagnetic fieldcreated by the coilas itisbeing levitated.

However, any instabilityof the sample in the coilwillhave the same affect as vibrations

ifhorizontal momentum isimparted to the sample upon release.

To circumvent thisvibrationproblem, drops willonly be made when the Drop Tube

Operator determines that conditions are favorable.
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2.2.1.5 Feedthroughs

Two vacuum rings sitatop the inverted beIIjaras described in section 2.l.I.l. One

ring has eight and the other ring has six2 3/4 inch conflat flanges arranged circum-

ferentially.These flanges are used for feedthroughs to the furnace environment. Hard-

ware that isavailable for use with the feedthroughs include Cajon fittings,rotary and

thermocouple feedthroughs, and viewports; any other device for mechanical, electrical,

or instrumentation necessitiescan be used. Figure II shows the present usage of these

belljarring flanges.

2.2.2 ElectricalPower

2.2.2.1 Power Availabilityand Connectors

The facilitypower available to operate furnaces consistof the following a.c.cir-

cuits operating at 60 Hz :

POWER CONNECTOR TYPE

120 V, 15 A, I,_

120 V, 30 A, l_

208 V, 30 A, I_

208 V, 30 A, 3_
208 V, 60 A, 3

Duplex
Hubbell

Hubbell twist-lock

Hartlock L-14-30

Crousehinds APJ6485 3W4P

The power availablefrom secondary supplies,which themselves operate from

facilitypower, provide the following maximums:

EB supply:Thermionics Laboratory, model 150-0030
-4,000 V d.c.,750 mA; 26 V a.c.,30 A, 60 Hz

EM supply:Lepel RF generator, model T-10-3-DF-RP-H

I0,000 V a.c.,*300 A,* 250 kHz-8 MHz

Tube solenoid valve supply: Lambda, model LK-351

40 V d.c.,30 A

A 3:1 or 12:1 transformer can be used to provide more current and lessvoltage to the

working coil. With the I/8-inch-diameter tubing used for the working coil,there isa

limitationin experiment run time due to the flow restrictionsof the cooling water in the
coil.

2.2.2.2 Sample Heating Circuitry

: z::± _ :

For the EB furnace, the W-filament isnormally kept at -4000 V d.c.relativeto the

grounded sample. A 26 V a.c.,60 IIzvariable current source isused on the W-filament

loop to generate thermally emitted electrons. The electron cloud emitted from the

filament isquasi-focussed onto the sample by an ellipsoidal-shapedscreen/grid at the

same potential as the filament. The thermionic electrons kineticallyheat the sample at
itssurface.

*The power availableto the EM coilsfrom the Lepel generator depends strongly on the

impedance of the working coil.
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Figure II. Belljarvacuum ring feedthrough arrangement.
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The EM furnace requires that the samplebe anelectrical conductor either before
or after heating to allow levitation. Theusercontrols the Lepel power to the coil to
changethe amount of heating andlevitation. The sampleheating capability is very
dependenton the coil designwhich is typically a slight variation of the designdescribed
in section 2.2.1.1.

2.2.2.3 FurnaceInterface Connectors

The EB electrical connectorsare those that accompaniedthe powersupply. These
connectorsmate to a male copperrod high voltage vacuumfeedthrough. The flange is
Huntington's PN EF-151.

The EM coils attach to a coaxial RF vacuum feedthrough(Varian PN 954-5017or
CeramasealPN 808C6164-02-CF)via a 1/4 inch to 1/8 inch Swagelokadapter. The RF
feedthroughisconnected to the transformer which isconnected to the Lepel generator
via a 10-foot coaxial cable.

2.2.3 Thermal Control

2.2.3.1 Liquid Cooling

For the EM furnace, a Neslab mo_el HX-500 water chillerisavailableto provide
distilled,deionized water as low as 15 vC, 65 psi,and 12 gal/min. This water cools both

the Lepel generator and the working coil;however, the water isavailablefor other uses
ifdesired.

2.2.3.2 Touch Temperature

Any furnace constructed for use at the Drop Tube must be constructed so that any
surfaces exposed to human contact shallnot exceed 115 OF.

2.2.4 Process Environment

2.2.4.1 Vacuum

As alluded to in section 1.1,there are three sections of the Drop Tube which can

be isolated from each other by high vacuum gate valves. In any one section of the Tube,
400 liters/sSargeant--Welch turbomo]ecular vacuum pumps can typicallyachieve a

vacuum in the low I0-_ Torr range. No special hardware isused (such as titanium

getters) to achieve thisrange; but, these can be attached as well as heat tape or other

hardware ifso desiredby the user.

2.2.4.2 Gases

There are presently four gases that are availableto the Drop Tube: 5-nines pure

argon, helium, helium-6 atomic percent (a/o)hydrogen, and grade B, 4-nines pure

facility-providednitrogen. Other gases can be obtained ifgiven an appropriate lead

time. Hydrogen gas can only be used at 6 a/o or lessin dilutionwith an inertgas because
of the safety requirements imposed by its flammability limits. All gases but the nitrogen

can be gettered of oxygen using a Centorr model 2A-100-SS gettering furnace. Any sub-

sequent dust particlesinjected into the gas stream from the oxidationbreakdown of the

titanium gettering charge are filteredby 140 _Jm and a 2_m Nupro in-linefilters.The

gettered gases, except those likeAr which willfreeze, are then passed through a liquid

nitrogen cold trap.
r
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The gasesusedto backfill the Tubeare tested bimonthly by MSFCto determine the
moisture, organic, andparticulate distribution content. Thesegassamplesare taken at
the purge nozzles located at the handbackfill valves. Typical valuesare I ppmof mois-
ture and organicswhile the particulate content is 3 particles of 100_m or lessper 30
cubic feet.

2.2.4.3 Contamination

All instruments or furnaces that are placed inside the belljar or Drop Tubemust
adhere to high vacuum standards. Nothing shall be inserted into the processenvironment
that may produceextraordinary outgassing, particulateemission, high intensityradiation,

or other facilitycontaminants during the sample processing unless itisevolved from the

sample itself.Ifcontaminants are evolved from the sample, the Drop Tube operator
must be notifiedin advance.

2.3 Sample Accommodation

This section deals with all the aspects relevant to the processing of specimens: data

management, pre-processing requirements, sample integration and checkout, retrieval
hardware/techniques, and typical process data.

2.3.1 Data Management

2.3.1.1 Pyrometer

There are two, two-color Ircon model R opticalpyrometers for acquiring the

temperature of the samples as they are being heated and melted in the furnace before

dropping. Each pyrometer _overs a differenttemperat]_re range and has a temperature
resolution as follows:1500 vC to 3500 UC, 0.4 UC; 700 UC to 1400 _'C,0.07 °C. All data

are gathered by the data acquisitioncomputer for later converting, graphing, and storing.

Itisgathered at a rate of 35 readings per second or slower for a corresponding

experiment time limitof 8 minutes or longer.

Even with such good resolution,the accuracy of the pyrometer isquoted by Ircon at
I%, but can be determined more accurately by processing a sample having a known

melting temperature. This melting temperature provides only one calibrationpoint. All
other temperature readings must relyon the assumption that the sample emissivity ratio

for the wavelength ranges of the detectors used in the two-color technique does not

deviate from the calibrationcurve provided by Ircon.

2.3.1.2 Detectors

During the free-fallperiod of the sample, brightness measurements are made using

various detectors and optics. The working detectors are silicon;research isstillpro-

gressing to implement germanium or indium antimony for lower melting temperature

materials. The access flangesavailableon each level allow combinations of viewangles

(up or down), interdetector distances,and thus amplifier gains necessary to optimize the

signal. The silicondetectors used in the past have been United Detector Technology,

model UDT555D made with a built-inlinearamplifier. These attach to a Heraeus

Amersil T18 Infrasilquartz rod which isinserted through a Cajon O-ring seal (Figure 12)

which isolatesthe electronics from the vacuum. Also used are logarithm amplifiers

which allow a continuous view of a drop the entire length of the Tube. Response times

are typically10-15!isfor both, but a 20 ms decay time for the logarithmic amplifiers.
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All the electricallinesbetween the detectors and the 15th levelcontrol room are

tied along an I-beam running the length of the building. At allthe detectors, there isone
linethat can be activated from the control room that provides power to control relays

which turn on low-noise d.c.power supplies for the detectors'amplifier. The amplifiers'

d.c.output signalistransmitted via coaxial RG-58 cable to the 15th level data

acquisitionsystem. The signalis then acquired at any rate up to I0 MHz.

2.3.1.3 Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA)

To control, monitor, and analyze any contamination in the belljarvolume, a Dycor

Electronics,seriesM100 residualgas analyzer (RGA) isattached to the side of the in-

verted belljar.It can operate with the belljarin eithera vacuum or a pressurized state.

A schematic of the RGA station isprovided in Figure 13. Itconsistsof a 200 liter/s

Varian model V200 turbomolecular pump attached to a Varian cross in the center of

which issituated the RGA filament. A straight-through valve provides a direct line-of-

sight to the filament for molecules from the belljarchamber when it isunder high

vacuum. For pressurized belljaroperations, the straight-through valve isclosed and the

gas molecules are pumped across the filament as a Granville-Phillips,series203 variable

leak valve isopened.

2.3.1.4 Video

An important facet of the data management isthe video data taken of both the

heating and melting process before dropping, and the cooling and recalescence during
free-faiL The data are essentialto the determination of a successful drop; i.e.,that the

sample melted and fellthe length of the Tube without contact with the Tube wall.

The video of the heating/melting from the control room camera (Cohu, model 4815)

ismixed with the video image of the fallingsample from the catch room camera (Cohu,

model 4815) by a Panasonic special effects generator, model WJ-5500B. The equipment

configuration isshown schematically in Figure 14. Also, a Panasonic time-mark gene-

rator superimposes date/time and stop-watch characters over the images. The images

are then displayed on overhead monitors for ease of viewing. The video data isrecorded
inVCR VHS format for replaying inslow motion or for making copies for the investiga-

tor.

2.3.1.5 Time Sequencing

Until such time that continuous temperature measurements can be performed on

the fallingdrops, the temperature of the drop at any location in the Tube can only be
modeled mathematically. What isneeded from the pyrometer and detector measure-

ments isthe release temperature, initialtime (t= 0),and the finaltime. From these

three pieces of data, the finaltemperature can be calculated (see Appendix).

To obtain the final time, the instrumentation timing uncertainty must be known
from the moment of sample release to the moment of detecting the event of interest.
The biggest uncertainty in the final time is caused by the method of triggering the DAS
system to start taking detector data at the moment of sample release. Different
triggering methods are used for the EM and EB furnace. Table 2 lists the sequence of
events for both furnaces that occur from time t = 0 until the DAS is triggered.
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TABLE 2. TIME DELAYS OF EVENTS INITIATING DROP RELEASE DETECTION

Events Time Delay

EM Furnace

Power OFF switch pressed

Trigger relay activated
Soltec activated

EB Furnace

Drop fallsoff of wire

Drop arrivesat Schmidt

triggerdetector

Schmidt trigger/detector
activated

Trigger relay activated
Soltec activated

0

50 ms

I00 ns

0

360 ms

50 _._s

50 ms

I00 ns

In the data above, the delay time due to the signaltime-of-transmission within the

interconnecting coaxial cables has been neglected. For allpracticalpurposes, the trigger

relay which was measured at 50 ms isthe only hardware item whose delay time issigni-

ficant. The total time delay of 50 ms (plus360 ms for EB) isthe time needed to be added

to the detector data due to the delay from the moment the drop isreleased untilthe

detectors are being read by the computer.

The video data that are availablehave chronological information superimposed on

them. In particular,there isa stopwatch mode with I0 ms resolutionthat isinitiatedby

the same triggeringmethod used for detector acquisition.This video timer allows corre-

lationbetween visualobservations and detector signals.

2.3.1.6 Data Acquisition System (DAS)

The DAS consistsof those items schematicized in Figure 15. The detector d.c.

voltage isgathered using a waveform digitizerfrom Soltec,model SDA 2000. This isa

12-bit,8-channel, 10 MIIz machine which isprogrammable from the host computer. The

Ircon pyrometer d.c.voltage isdigitizedfor the host computer by a Hewlett-Packard

3472A digitalmultimeter. Both digitizersrequire an IEEE488 interface to the host

computer: an Iotech and a National PCII host computer card are used.

The host computer isan IBM/AT whose hardware consistsof the two IEEE488 cards

mentioned above, an IntelInboard 386 with piggyback RAM for a totalof 3 Mbytes, a

Sysdyne EGA graphics board, and a parallel/serialoutput board. The software to control

the hardware isprovided by Quarterdeck's Desqview and their QEMM 386 device-driver

software. This multi-tasking software provides windows to the Soltec operating soft-

ware, the pyrometer software written in Asyst language, and Reflex database software

for storing managerial and technical drop information for laterstatisticalanalysis.

Peripheral equipment consistsof an Epson serialprinter,an Axiom TX2000 video

printer,a Sysdyne EGA color monitor, and an N/Hance write-once-read-many (WORM)

optical mass storage drive.
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2.3.1.7 Data Display/Analysis

Immediately after the drop, analysiscan be performed on the pyrometer and detec-
tor data as they are displayed on the IBM's monitor. The Soltec software allows simul-

taneous viewing of each detector's data as well as automatic calculations(such as ratio-

ing two channels) and data manipulation. The capabilityexiststo import the detector

data to the Asyst software for further analysis such as FFT. The pyrometer data are

similarlydisplayableon the monitor using the Asyst software. These plots are then hard-

copied on eitherthe slow Epson printer (5-minute plots)or the Axiom high speed video
printer (5-second plots).Typical plots of the pyrometer data and the detector data are

shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.

2.3.1.8 RGA Display

The residual gas analyzer has four display modes from which to choose: analog, bar,
tabular,and degas. The analog mode istypicallyused to transmit output to a screen

from which a hard copy can be obtained. A typicalspectrum of the RGA chamber and

the belljarisshown in Figure 18. Typical features of the RGA include background sub-

traction and monitoring specific species of gas ifquantitative analysis for those particu-
lar species isneeded.

2.3.1.9 Data Storage/Availability

There are several media available for externallystoring experimental data: 356 K

and 1.2 Mbyte floppies,and a 240 Mbyte WORM optical cartridge. The magnetic media

provide compatibility with most investigator'scomputers in theirlabs where further data

analysiscan be performed. The optical storage media provides a means of archiving the
data at the Drop Tube for laterretrieval. Ifrequired,a modem linkcan be establishedto
allow more immediate transfer of the data.

2.3.1.10 Data Propriety

All the data gathered at the Drop Tube willbe proprietary ifrequested by the
investigator.

2.3.2 Pre-Processing Requirements

2.3.2.1 Sample Size

The EM ievitatorhas a minimum coilI.D.of 3/8 inch. This isthe limitationim-

posed by the I/8-inch-diameter copper tubing used to wind the coils. Thus, the maximum

drop diameter must be lessthan 3/8 inch for thissmallest coilsize. However, there isno

upper limit to the size of a sample that can be processed iflarger copper tubing isused

to make larger coils;the only practical limitationisthe cooling capability of a large drop

in the 4.6 seconds of free-falltime. The smallest sample size istypically2 mm diame-

ter. However, much depends upon coilconfiguration and the type of material being
processed. In thisregard, the EM levitationtechnique isstilla research furnace. In

general, the best sample size for levitationand heating isone that fillsthe coilcross-
sectionalarea as much as possible.

Cooling considerations for a sample in free-fallare leftto the investigatorand are
highly recommended before making drops. This action willlimit the choices of

processing variablesand thus save much time and samples when processing begins in the

Drop Tube. Similar cooling considerations are leftto the investigator for the EB furnace
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undercooled solidification.The x-axiS isin units of number of data points and the

time base is7.5 _Jsper point.
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which must always process samples in a vacuum. If samples are melted directly from the

ends of wires or rods, then the size of the drop willbe determined by the liquid-to-solid

surface tension and the mass of the drop. If samples are hung from wires, there isno

limitationon sample sizeas long as reactivity of wire and molten sample isconsidered.

The reactivity consideration isalso true for the EM levitationusing wires as the

sample insertiontechnique instead of the pedestal arrangement. Care must be taken to

assure that the sample is eitherlarge enough to falloff of the wire when the power is

shut off or that the wire willextract manually from the levitatedmolten sample. In both

the EB and EM wire techniques, the investigator must be reasonably sure of sufficient
overheat to assure there are no solidparticlesin the sample to act as nucleation sites

which would prevent undercooling, unless so desired.

The EB furnace samples are limited to lessthan I inch diameter because of tile1-

inch tungsten-filament loop used for electron-irradiatingthe sample. The sample size

willalso be limited by the heating limitationsof the EB power supply. When the

sample/wire technique isused, the stifferthe wire the better; thiswillhelp prevent
electrostaticattraction between the sample and the grid/filament which willpullthe two

together and short out the power supply.

2.3.2.2 Sample Shape

There isno requirement for sample shape for the EB furnace except that the wire-

to-sample attachment point should be as close to the top of the sample as possible since

the sample melts from the bottom upward. A commonly used technique is to use an

electrodischarge machine (EDM) to drilla hole in the sample and to suspend the sample
from the hole with a wire.

The EM furnace has a more stable levitationwith samples that have aspect ratios

as close to one as possible;spheres are preferred. However, one disadvantage to EM

samples with no distinguishableedges isthe lack of a visualindicatorwhen melting
occurs.

2.3.2.3 Sample Vapor Presstlre

The sample vapor pressure isvery important to the processing procedure no matter

which furnace isused. If processing isclonein a vacuum or near-vacuum, vaporization of

the sample willcoat optics and insulators.The lattercould cause voltage breakdown and

arcing within the coil(EM) or between the filament/grid(EB). Ifvapor coating of optics
isa problem, a rotary window device can be placed insidethe belljarto allow rotating a

fresh piece of glass in the optical path of any instrumentation.

At partialpressures in the belljar,a sample that exudes lotsof vapors willform a

plume in theEM coil. Since the plume willriseupward from convection, the optical

pyrometer willhave itsline-of-sightblocked by the smoke. This isa problem that cannot

be avoided unless another pyrometer optical path isconstructed.

2.3.2.4 Sample Cleanliness

Samples are expected to be cleaned by the investigatorto his requirements before

being processed in the Tube. Most surface organic contaminants willbe burned off the

surface as the sample isheated. Ifrequired, various acids and solvents are available at

the Drop Tube for a finalcleaning.
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2.3.2.5 SamplePhysicalProperties

Both furnacesrequire samplesto be metallic for their electrical conductivity.
However, it hasbeenreported that semiconductorsandsomeceramics havebeen made
electrically conducting by a secondaryheating sourceuntil the usual furnace methods
(EB, EM) canbe applied. One material in particular that hasalwaysbeena problem for
stable levitation in the EM furnace is ferromagneticsbecauseof the strong coupling
between the sampleandthe EM field andthe changesof this property as the temperature
of the samplerapidly increases.

Knowledgeof the sample'sspectral directional emissivity is only important for the
Ircon pyrometer if the ratio of the emissivity in the range of 0.7-1.8 m to the emissivity
in the region of 1.8 m changesdrastically during the courseof the processing. These
wavelength rangesare thoseusedby the two detectors in the pyrometer. The total
hemispherical emissivity, however, is important for cooling calculations. The accuracy
of the pyrometer canbe increased if a calibration samplehavingknownthermophysical
properties is usedto correct anypyrometer uncertainties.

2.3.2.6 Safety

All aspectsof the processingprocedure shouldbe consideredwith safety in mind.
Particular aspectsof the processto considerare those involving the power suppliesof
the furnaces, the toxicity of the sampleresidual vapors,and the eye-damagingbrightness
of high temperature samples.

2.3.3 SampleIntegration and Checkout

2.3.3.1 Laboratory Test Bench

A 15 kW Lepel, modelT-15-3-DF-E-S isavailablein the laboratory adjoining the

Drop Facilitybuilding for testingEM coilsand ievitati0ntechniques. This facilityhas

the same vacuum and backfillcapabilitiesas the Drop Tube belljarso that problems such

as vaporous samples can be solved before attempting actual drops in the Tube. New

furnaces and/or sample insertiontechniques can be developed with minimal impact on
the Tube resources.

As useful as thistestbench is,itmust be remembered that there are enough signi-

ficantdifferences inthe impedances and power levelsbetween the laboratory Lepel and

the Tube Lepe] to affect the operating frequencies,levitation/stability,and heating

capabilitywhen attempting to convert from one to the other. Itisthus recommended

that the laboratory Lepel be used only as a rough approximation tool and that the Tube

Lepel be used to make fine-tuningadjustments.

2.3.3.2 Equipment Test Specimens

Because detector amplifiers and the processing atmospheric Conditions are usually

unique to the particularsamples being studied, itisprudent to have many

calibration/testspecimens available. These specimens should be identicalto or close to

the actual experimental materials. These test samples can then be used to assure the

furnace's capabilityto process experimental samples as expected and, when dropped, to

assure the triggeringand detector/amplifier settings of the system. Ifpossible,these

test specimens should be a pure element, preferably one of the components of the alloy

system under study. This elemental sample would then alsoserve as a pyrometer calibra-

tionpoint when monitoring the melting temperature equilibrium point. Some elemental
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materials are available at the TubeFacility and canbe usedif requested.

2.3.4 SampleRetrieval Hardware _.

Oncea drop is made, there are various devicesthat canbe usedto stop and retrieve
the sampleat the bottom of the Drop Tube. Thesedevicesare shownin Figure 19. Each
device is madefor specific quenchingrequirements and for expediencyof retrieval. All
of thesedevices fit into a flangedcatch tank similar to that of Figure 2.

2.3.4.1 Solid Samples (Spheres)

2.3.4.1.1 Quick-Retrieval Catch Tank (QRCT)

One mechanism for retrievinga whole, solidsample from the bottom of the Tube is

the QRCT. This device fitsinto a flanged catch tank and consistsof a funneled copper

plate which directs the solidspecimens into a 1 3/8-inch diameter by 2 1/2-inch long

stainlesssteel cup. The cup isthen isolated from the entire Tube by a 2 3/4-inch conflat

flange mounted butterflyvalve. The QRCT allows a 5-minute retrievaltime.

2.3.4.1.2 Ceramic Cushioned Catch Tank (CCCT)

If the impact at the Tube bottom causes the samples to shatter or induces unwanted

stressin the samples, there are various ceramic cushioning materials that can be added

to the catch tank. Care must be taken to avoid post-processing contamination from the

cushioning ceramic. Niobium foilcan be laidon top of the feltto provide some protec-

tion from the feltcontamination and also to provide some impact shock absorbency.

2.3.4.2 Liquid Splat Samples

A catch tank is availablewhich uses a polished copper plate upon which to splat

samples. The plat8 isa fiatplate cut into an ellipticalshape so that itwill fitinto the
catch tank at a 45 angle.

To minimize the lossof materials upon splatting,a funnel-shaped copper plate is

also available to direct allsplatted and fragmented pieces into a small copper cup. The
entire catch tank must be removed to retrieve the sample, justas in the case of the

angled flatcopper plate described above. Because the funnel-shaped copper plate isnot

flat,the sample foilstend to have a curvature to them when retrieved. This curvature

should be considered ifpost-processing analysissuch as TEM or SEM isto be performed.

2.3.4.3 Liquid-Quenched Samples

Some investigatorsmay require a liquidinto which to drop their samples for greater

quenching rates. A previously used liquidwas Dow Corning 704 siliconediffusionpump

fluid.Much greater pump-down times are required between drops to degas the oil,unless
a quick-retrieval mechanism were to be builtwhich avoided the removal of the entire

catch tank. Other quenching liquidscould be used, such as room temperature liquid

metals. Once again, sample contamination by the liquidor itsbreakdown by-products

should be considered. Additional facilityproblems such as liquidsplashing up the Tube
walls willoccur also.
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Figure 19. Various catch tank devices: (a) flat plate tank, (b) quick-retrieval tank,

(c) silicone oil quench, (d) copper splat funnel, (e) centered viewport tank.
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2.3.4.4 Sample Containers

Small 1 1/2 inch O.D. by 1/2 inch depth Poly-cons plasticcontainers are available

and normally used for Storing the retrieved samples. Other containers can be supplied if
desired.

2.4 Operational Aspects

2.4.1 Support Personnel

Available to the user for Drop Tube operations are on-site personnel from MSFC

and the UAH contractors. Both partieshave access to supplies,equipment, or services
from theirrespective institutionor from localbusinesses. Drop Tube personnel and thus

the operational dailyhours are typicallyfrom 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through

Friday. Longer daily work hours need to be requested well in advance to allow authoriza-
tionof overtime.

2.4.2 Scheduling

Use of the Tube can usually be scheduled 2 weeks in advance at the minimum.

Formal communications should be carried out between the investigatorand Dr. Mike
Robinson of Marshall Space Flight Center (205-544-7774). Informal operational and

scheduling communication_ are between the user and the UAII Facility Manager. The
Facility Manager willdetermine when the best time isavailable for at least a week's

length of uninterrupted processing,thus maximizing the successful production of drops by

operating the facilitywhile everything is"up and running."

Occasionally, the adjacent Drop Tower Facility willhave experiments needing to be
performed in the same timeframe as the Drop Tube. Because the support personnel run

both facilitiesand because the Tower drops are much more involved, some down-time of

the Tube may occur to accommodate the Tower drops.

2.4.3 Investigator/Operator Communications

A prerequisite for any successful experiment in the Tube isgood communications
between the investigatorand the Drop Tube operator. Ifquestions stillarise after

reading thisdocument as to the appropriate processing conditions necessary for an exper-
iment, the firstperson to contact isthe MSFC resident Drop Tube science advisor, Dr.

Michael Robinson (205-544-7774). After the appropriate process gases, furnace, carou-
sel,temperatures, etc.have been chosen, the Drop Tube operator isto be informed (205-

544-1409). As the experiments are firstbeing performed, itisadvisable that the investi-

gator be on-site to witness the actual procedures and to make appropriate suggestions/

comments. Thereafter, ifdesired, the operations can be performed by the Tube person-

nel and any questions,samples, or data can be transmitted to the user at his/her research

center. A responsibilitiesflow chart ispresented in Figure 20 to help the investigator

understand the typicalscenario of getting an experiment performed.

2.4.4 Sample Preparation

All samples are to prepared by the investigatorat his/her research center. Some

facilitiesexist within MSFC for preparing samples, but thiscourse of action issolelythe

responsibilityof the investigatorand his MSFC contact.
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2.4.5 Maintenance and Repair

The Drop Tube support personnel have the responsibilityfor maintaining and repair-

ing allfacility-providedhardware. These people willbe available to work on problems

with user provided hardware ifdesired.

2.4.6 Processing Operations

The user isencouraged to participatein any and allaspects of the processing opera-
tions at the discretionof the Tube operator. This may include operating the sample

carousels, the opticalpyrometer, the DAS, the furnace, the retrievalprocess, etc. The

only operation not availableto the user isoperation of the isolationvalve panel in the
level 15 control room. More information on specificscan be found in the Drop Tube

Operational Procedures and SpecificationsDocument mentioned in section I.i.
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APP ROV AL

THE NASA/MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER DROP TUBE USERS MANUAL

By Thomas J. Rathz and Michael B. Robinson
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